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This is a plugin for Sound Forge Audio Studio and also available for Windows and Macintosh. Features: * Retrieve information about your plugin (version, copyright, info, company, URL) * Increase/decrease the number of waves per second * Increase/decrease the number of instruments * Increase/decrease the number of waves per instrument * Increase/decrease the number of instruments per instrument * Generate sine waves ranging from 20 Hz to 20 kHz *
Generate white noise between 1 kHz and 20 kHz * Generate pink noise between 1 kHz and 20 kHz * Generate sine waves ranging from 20 Hz to 20 kHz with the fade in/fade out option * Generate white noise between 1 kHz and 20 kHz with the fade in/fade out option * Generate pink noise between 1 kHz and 20 kHz with the fade in/fade out option * You can switch between sample rate, number of waves, number of instruments, number of waves per instrument
and number of instruments per instrument. * You can select the waveform (sine, pink, white), the volume (soft, loud, soft/loud), and the frequency range (20 Hz to 20 kHz). * The waveform parameter is represented on the Waveform tab. * The waveform is reset to default on the Waveform tab when you click on it. * Use the FX tab to adjust the pitch (Hz), pan (0 to 1) and volume of a single wave. * The FX parameters are represented on the FX tab. * Use the Rate
Settings tab to set the sample rate of the waveform. * The Rate Settings parameters are represented on the Rate Settings tab. * Use the Instrument tab to select instruments and instruments per instrument. * The Instrument parameters are represented on the Instrument tab. * Use the Frequency Settings tab to set the waves per instrument and waves per instrument per instrument. * The Frequency Settings parameters are represented on the Frequency Settings tab. *
Use the Pan Settings tab to pan the waveform left, right or center. * The Pan Settings parameters are represented on the Pan Settings tab. * Use the Volume Settings tab to adjust the volume of the waveform and instruments. * The Volume Settings parameters are represented on the Volume Settings tab. * Generate several sounds (20 waves per instrument) and different volume levels per wave * Sounds are saved into the
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What's New In?
This free edition of the Marquand Function Generator Lite is an easy-to-use application that can generate sine waves signals ranging from 20 Hz to 20 kHz and also features a white and pink noise generator. Features: * Generate sine waves signals ranging from 20 Hz to 20 kHz * Easily set the amplitude * Easily set the frequency * Easily set the phase * Noise Generator * Frequency Meter * Waveform Viewer * Preset Manager * Tons of options and data-type
settings * Export and Import Presets * Measurement unit conversion * Easy editing functions * Tooltips for functions, settings and data types * Support for the external Oscilloscope 1. Please refer to the photos below to see the difference between the Lite and Pro versions. 2. Demo video: --------------------------- If you have questions, please refer to the help menu, or send an email to support@premier-electronics.com. --------------------------- Your download link will
be sent via email. An error email was sent to support@premier-electronics.com: Resend download link. Thanks! ]]>Sat, 29 Dec 2011 12:46:52 +0100Marquand Function Generator Lite 2011-12-29 15:46:52 Function Generator Lite is an easy-to-use application that can generate sine waves signals ranging from 20 Hz to 20 kHz and also features a white and pink noise generator. Features: * Generate sine waves signals ranging from 20 Hz to 20 kHz * Easily set the
amplitude * Easily set the frequency * Easily set the phase * Noise Generator * Frequency Meter * Waveform Viewer * Preset Manager * Tons of options and data-type settings * Export and Import Presets * Measurement unit conversion * Easy editing functions * Tooltips for functions, settings and data types * Support for the external
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System Requirements:
Windows OS: XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10 Mac OS: 10.4, 10.5, 10.6, 10.7, 10.8 Internet connection Screen resolution of 1280x720 GeForce 8800 GTS 512 MB video card Game Recommended: Windows OS: Vista, 7, 8, 10 Screen resolution
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